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Abstract: A theory is proposed to predict the initiation of
fatigue cracks using cyclic dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations. The evolution of dislocation networks in a grain
is simulated over several cycles. It is shown that the dislocation density and the energy stored in the dislocation
networks increase with the number of cycles. The results
of the DD simulations are used to construct an energy balance expression for crack initiation. A hypothetical crack
is inserted into the grain, and the Gibbs energy consisting of the energy of the dislocation structure, the surface
energy of the hypothetical crack, and the reduction in continuum energy is evaluated. Once the Gibbs energy attains
a maximum, the dislocation structure becomes unstable,
and it becomes energetically more favorable to form a real
crack. The proposed method is applied to oxygen-free high
conductivity copper, and the results are compared against
experiments. Finally, it is shown how the method can be
amended to account for environmental effects.
Keywords: crack; dislocation dynamics simulation;
fatigue.

1 Introduction
Persistent slip bands (PSBs) are recognized as a precursor to fatigue crack initiation, especially in ductile FCC
materials (Forsyth, 1953; Mughrabi & Wang, 1982; Sangid
et al., 2011; Sangid, 2013). PSBs and other dislocation
arrangements from cyclic loading are mostly found in
copper and copper alloys (Lukáš et al., 1968; Winter, 1974;
Mughrabi, 1978). But they can also be observed in fatigued
magnesium (Stevenson & Vander Sande, 1974; Kwadjo &
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Brown, 1978), ferrite steel (Yumen & Huijiu, 1986), aluminum (Forsyth, 1953), and titanium (Zhang et al., 1998).
At lower plastic strains, channel or ladder features can be
observed, running through the matrix structure (Finney &
Laird, 1975; Essmann & Mughrabi, 1979). This unique dislocation structure is formed in an attempt to minimize the
energy of the system (Basinski & Basinski, 1992).
Together with the early experimental studies of
fatigue behavior of metals emerged analytical and qualitative theories regarding dislocation arrangements and their
role in fatigue crack initiation (Mott, 1958; Antonopoulos
et al., 1976; Essmann et al., 1981). However, numerical
investigations of dislocation structures took place much
later. The first study to numerically investigate the evolution of dislocation structures using dislocation dynamics
(DD) simulation was performed by Amodeo and Ghoniem
(1990). They showed how dislocations can assemble into
organized structures such as PSBs and dislocation cells.
In their study, PSBs arose from enhanced dislocation multiplication and formed stable dipole structures.
So far, dislocations as the main driver for plastic
deformation in metals have not been investigated thoroughly in the context of fatigue crack initiation. Numerical studies on the topic are usually restricted to crystal
plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulations (Fine & Bhat,
2007; Joseph et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015), while theories
that incorporate dislocations are mostly analytic (Mura &
Nakasone, 1990) in nature or consider two-dimensional
(2D) arrangements (Deshpande et al., 2003; Huang et al.,
2014). There have also been some attempts to incorporate
three-dimensional (3D) effects into 2D DD simulations
(Benzerga et al., 2004; Brinckmann, 2005).
It has been pointed out that it is important to incorporate the true 3D nature of dislocation motion in order
to fully understand the evolution of dislocation networks
(Déprés et al., 2014). Some of the truly 3D DD simulations
to investigate fatigue behavior were done by Déprés and
co-workers. Déprés et al. (2004) performed discrete DD
simulations of AISI316L steel surface grains. They proposed a mechanism of the emergence of slip bands, which
were observable in DD simulations after only a few cycles.
In their calculations, dislocation loops emerge from a
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single Frank-Read source and eventually pile up against
the grain boundary. At some time, pile-up saturation is
reached and cross-slip occurs in appreciable amounts,
producing Koehler-type dislocation sources that also
emit dislocations in their respective plane. The slip bands
thicken and eventually rearrange in stable dipole structures. Based on this background, further studies were
done by Shin et al. (2007) where the influence of precipitates on the early fatigue behavior was investigated.
Déprés et al. were able to numerically reproduce dislocation structures observed in fatigue experiments. However,
a theoretical treatment of when these dislocation structures form a crack surface is not well understood. In a
series of papers, Mura and co-workers (Tanaka & Mura,
1981; Mura & Nakasone, 1990; Venkataraman et al., 1991;
Mura, 1994) developed and refined a theory for the initiation of fatigue cracks in metals. In the theory, dislocations
accumulate in a slip band as cycling progresses. The Gibbs
free energy is tracked over a number of cycles and attains
a maximum at some point, which indicates the initiation
of a fatigue crack. At this point, the dislocation structure
in the slip band becomes unstable, and it is energetically
more favorable to form a free surface, nucleate a fatigue
crack, and extrude part of the slip band than increasing the dislocation density in the slip band further. The
key component of this theory is the understanding of the
stored energy of the dislocation structure as a function of
strain and number of loading cycles. Only recently has
the computational power sufficiently advanced to study
the energetics of 3D dislocation structures over sufficient
level of strains and number of cycles. Déprés et al. (2014)
were able to capture evolution of dislocation in a 22-μmdiameter grain over a maximum of 24 cycles and maximum
equivalent plastic strain amplitude of 1.5 × 10−3. Primary
contribution of this work is to advance the energy-based
theory using large-scale DD simulations and develop a
methodology to translate the DD results towards predictive modeling of fatigue crack initiation in solids.

2 E
 nergy contributions for fatigue
crack initiation
In the theory presented by Mura et al., the change in Gibbs
free energy ΔG of the fatigue crack initiation process is
given by
∆G = Esurf − Econt − Edisl . (1)
Here Econt is the loss of continuum energy due to crack
initiation, and the explicit mathematical form depends on

the geometry of the specimen, the loading conditions, and
the crack shape. Edisl is the energy stored in the dislocation structure with the different contributions explained
in Section 4. Esurf = 2Aγ is the surface energy, where A is the
surface area, γ is the energy per surface area, and factor 2
reflects the fact that two surfaces are created once a crack
forms. All energy contributions are evolving over the cycle
number n.
A crack is nucleated once it is energetically more
favorable to create a free surface instead of increasing the
energy stored in the dislocation structure with continued
cycling. Thus,
d∆G
=0
dn


(2)

indicates crack nucleation.
The minus sign of Edisl in equation (1) is intentional.
One would expect that the energy of the dislocation structure represents plastic deformation that requires additional energy to occur and thus hinders crack growth and
increases effective surface energy or fracture toughness.
Orowan (1955) extended the surface energy by a plastic
work term to yield γ + γp. For plastically deforming solids,
γp is orders of magnitudes larger than γ. However, this
plastic work term is dissipative in nature and related to
the damping of dislocation motion Edamp as explained in
detail in Section 4. On the other hand, Edisl represents
energy that is stored in the dislocation structure. When
dislocations are piled up against each other, they are at an
elevated energy state, which could be lowered by removing these dislocations. Therefore, Edisl represents energy
that is available to nucleate a crack. It has the same sign
as the loss in strain energy of the continuum, which, in
the classical theory of crack propagation, is the driver for
crack advancement. The loss of strain energy density due
to crack nucleation as well as loss of elastic energy of the
dislocation networks balances out the energy of the newly
created crack surfaces.
Equation (1) can be compared with the classical
Griffith criterion for crack advancement. In the case of
an infinite plate of unit thickness, with far field stress
σ, crack size 2a, and Young’s modulus E, the surface
energy is Esurf = 4aγ and the decrease in strain energy is
Econt = −

πa 2 σ 2
.
E

Sustained crack growth occurs once

d( ∆G )
= 0 (Sanford, 2002).
da
Mura’s theory was also further developed in the
context of CPFE simulations by Fine and Bhat to predict
fatigue initiation in steel (Bhat & Fine, 2001) and iron
and copper (Fine & Bhat, 2007). Li et al. (2015) used their
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approach to predict fatigue crack initiation in an aluminum alloy. In all these studies, an energy balance of the
form
∆G = − Econt − Anδ + 2 Aγ (3)
was constructed. Variable 2Aγ represents the surface
energy. −Econt is the reduction in elastic energy stored in
the specimen when a crack is formed. For a half penny4(1 − ν2 ) 2 3
σ a , where E is the elastic
shaped crack, Econt =
3E
modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, σ is the applied stress, and
a is the radius of the crack. Anδ represents the portion of
the external work during cyclic loading, where n is the
number of cycles and the parameter δ is given by (Fine &
Bhat, 2007)
δ = ftm

∆τ ∆γ p
.
2 2 

(4)

The term f is an energy efficiency factor, tm is the
maximum PSB width, Δτ is the shear stress range at a
point, and Δγp is the maximum shear strain at the same
location. The efficiency factor is calibrated from CPFE
simulations and usually on the order of a few percentages.
The term Anδ represents energy stored in the solid that
may be used at a later point to advance a crack. The majority of the external work (so the fraction of 1 − f) is dissipated as heat. The energy stored in the solid Anδ is similar
in nature to Edisl, as discussed earlier. The former captures
energy stored in the solid macroscopically through crystal
plasticity, while the latter explicitly sums up the energy of
individual dislocation segments. In contrast to the theory
by Mura et al., Fine and Bhat assumed that a small crack
is already present in the solid. The crack size increases
with number of cycles and reaches a critical value when
d∆G
= 0.
da n
Another study that focuses on the energies associated
with fatigue crack initiation was done by Sangid et al.
(2011). They include continuum terms for the externally
applied stress, work hardening, and dislocation pile-up.
Also included are atomistic terms for dislocation nucleation, dislocation-grain boundary interaction/extrusion,
and shearing of matrix and precipitates (this is specific to
the super alloys investigated). Fatigue crack initiation happened when the energy of the PSB turned unstable with
∂ ∆G
= 0, where X is the slip in
respect to slip in the PSB:
∂X
the PSB. To evolve the dislocation density in the model,
Sangid relied on an empirical fit (in situ neutron diffraction measurements) from the literature (Huang et al.,

3

2008) of the form nc. Compared to the theory presented so
far, Sangid et al. (2011) incorporate the influence of grain
boundaries and the extrusions the dislocation pile-up
forms.

3 DD simulation
3.1 Method
The current study aims to expand the theory presented by
Mura et al. The goal is to replace terms that were derived
analytically and for an idealized 2D dislocation structure
with numerical results obtained from 3D DD simulation of
a more realistic dislocation structure. DD has the advantage that it captures the main mechanism of inelastic
deformation in metals, namely, dislocations, which could
otherwise only be achieved by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. Compared to MD, DD simulations can span
significantly larger time and length scales. Typical DD
simulation sizes are on the order of several micrometers,
and simulations time is on the order of microseconds.
In 3D DD simulations, the dislocations are explicitly
discretized as nodes connected by line segments (Bulatov
et al., 2004; Bulatov & Cai, 2006; Arsenlis et al., 2007;
Zbib, 2012). The nodes move due to Peach-Koehler-Forces,
which arise from externally applied loads and from
interactions with other dislocation segments. A resulting velocity is derived from the forces through a mobility
law. The velocities are integrated through an explicit or
implicit time integration scheme, and the position of the
nodes is updated. Finally, topological operations might
be performed such as splitting or merging segments and
insertion or removal of nodes. DD simulations were performed using the PARAllel DIslocation Simulator ParaDiS
(Bulatov et al., 2004; Arsenlis et al., 2007) developed at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

3.2 Assumptions
Some assumptions and approximations that might impact
the results during the DD fatigue simulations should be
acknowledged. The following is mostly due to the methods
related to DD or the available version of ParaDiS in particular:
–– In order to simulate a sufficient amount of cycles in
the given computational time, the strain rates need to
be set to be sufficiently high.
–– The dislocation discretization is finite. Dislocation
segments are between 100 b and 2000 b (≈25 nm–
500 nm) in length.
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–– Zero-order grain boundaries: Grain boundaries are
included. Dislocations may pile-up against the grain
boundary, but no intrusion/extrusion takes place. The
grain boundary simply acts as a barrier, but dislocations
may move inward again, if the resulting forces are acting accordingly. The grain is assumed to be spherical.
–– Single crystal elasticity solution used for DD: The
resulting forces on the dislocations are based on a
single crystal infinite medium. In the simulation, no
dislocations are placed outside of the grain. This can
be justified by considering evolution of dislocations
in different grains whose long-range effects and stress
fields are shielded by the grain boundary.
–– No free surfaces are considered: The proposed methodology does not account for free surfaces, where
dislocations can leave the medium. Until crack
nucleation, no free surfaces exist. Dislocations are
assumed to be pushed out or form a free surface at
fatigue crack initiation, but it is not exactly specified
how this happens.
–– Cross-slip in ParaDiS is determined based on projected forces. If a dislocation is screw, or almost screw
in character, the forces acting on the dislocation are
calculated in the current glide plane, as well as the
projected forces in potential cross-slip planes. If the
projected forces in the potential cross-slip plane are
larger than in the current glide plane, then the dislocation undergoes cross-slip. In principle, this type
of cross-slip can happen very easily, as there is no
further energy required for cross-slip. Also, this type
of cross-slip mechanism can accommodate, for example, the glide from primary to cross and back to primary plane that is identified by Déprés et al. (2014) as
a source for slip bands.
On the other hand, thermally activated cross-slip
is not included as such. In thermally activated crossslip, there is a combination of partials before crossslip can happen or dissociation into partials and then
cross-slip occurs as explained by Fleischer (1959) and
Escaig (1968). These mechanisms are not present in
ParaDiS in this way.

4 Energy contributions
in DD simulations
During DD simulations, a variety of energy contributions need to be taken into account. As the evolution of
the energy stored in the dislocation network is a major
ingredient in the proposed method to predict fatigue

crack initiation, the energy terms will be explained here
in detail. Generally speaking, the energy can be divided
into an internal energy and an external work contribution.
Etot = Edisl−disl + Eself + Ecore + Edamp + Eanni + Eel,int,cont − Wext .



internal




external

(5)
The total energy Etot should be constant but does not need
to be zero. If dislocation networks are present in the solid
initially, then the initial energy, without any external
loads applied, is Etot,ini = Edisl−disl + Eself + Ecore. These three
energy contributions also make up the total energy of the
dislocation structure at any given point in time as given by
Edisl in Section 2.
The individual terms in equation (5) are as follows:
–– Edisl−disl describes elastic energy of interacting dislocations. The energy is calculated for piecewise straight
dislocation segments. The energy is calculated for each
segment interacting with every other segment, withN −1

out double counting: Edisl−disl = ∑ i=1

∑

N
j =i + 1

Edisl−disl,ij .

Edisl−disl,ij is the energy of the elastic interaction between

dislocation segment i and dislocation segment j.
The elastic interaction energy is calculated using a
non-singular continuum theory of dislocations as
described by Cai et al. (2006). Here the Burgers vector is spread out in a non-local fashion to remove the
singularity that would otherwise result when integrating the stress field around dislocations. The dislocation driving force in ParaDiS (Arsenlis et al., 2007),
the computer program used for this study, is based
on the same theory. The dislocation interaction force
depends both on length and relative position of the
various dislocations.
–– Eself is the energy due to the self force of the dislocations. This is equivalent to ∑ N Edisl−disl,ii . The energy
due to self force only depends on the length of the dislocation segments.
–– Ecore is the core energy of the dislocations. These are
energy contributions that cannot be accounted for
by the linear elastic model that is used as the bases
for DD simulations. Core energy contribution should
only be short ranged in nature and extend for a few
atoms (Henager Jr. & Hoagland, 2005). In this study,
εcore
Ecore = ∑
[ b  b − ν( bi  ti )]li . Here εcore is the
− ν) i i
(1
segments
core energy per unit length, ν is Poisson ratio, bi is the
Burgers vector, ti is the orientation, and li is the length
of the line element.
–– Edamp is the damping energy. It is the energy that is dissipated when dislocations move. In an experiment,
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expressed by Edamp (t ) = ∫

t

0

∑ F  v dt.

nodes

i

i

Here vi denotes

the velocity of node i of the discretized dislocation
network and Fi denotes the force acting on that node.
–– Eanni is the energy lost in annihilation. In the DD simulations, topological operations (node insertion, segment merge, segment deletion, etc.) are performed
after every time step. During such a topological operation, it is possible for segments that are within a sufficiently close range (a few Burgers vectors separation)
and that have proper signs to annihilate. In reality
this event would include motion of atoms and dissipation of energy. However, in the DD simulations, this
event is purely governed by an algorithm, and therefore, the resulting loss in energy has to be accounted
for separately. The annihilated energy is based on the
core energy and the length of the dislocations that
annihilate.
–– Eel,int,cont is the internal continuum energy. The
dislocations are embedded into this continε( t )
uum. Eel,int,cont (t ) = ∫ ∫ σ ij d εij dV . Here V is the grain
V 0
volume, σij and εij are stress and strain components,
respectively. The continuum is isotropic linear elastic,
and the applied stress is uniaxial, which results in the
2
V ( σ ext (t ))
. σext(t)
2
E
is the externally applied uniaxial stress at time t, and
E is the elastic modulus of the material.
–– Wext is the work done due to externally applied
load. Usually, the load would be applied in the
form of traction or displacement. However, ParaDiS assumes an infinite solid. As a result, external
loads are applied as a homogeneous stress field.
The work performed up to a certain moment is
ε( t )
t
Wext (t ) = ∫ ∫ σ ext d εdV = ∫ ∫ σ ext ε dtdV , where ε is
V 0
V 0
the strain rate.

simplified expression Eel,int,cont (t ) =

and the resulting increase in dislocation density are given
in Figure 1.
The evolution of the dislocation structure is shown in
Figure 2. Figure 2A shows the initial Frank-Read source,
and Figure 2B displays a dislocation that bows out due
to the externally applied stresses. The Frank-Read source
subsequently continues to bow out and create dislocation
loops. The dislocations pile up against the grain boundary.
The space between individual dislocation loops increase
when going further inward, as shown in Figure 2C. After
the external load is removed, the loops collapse again and
move towards their origin, as seen in Figure 2D. Subsequently, the loops annihilate, such that at the end of the
simulation, only one full loop remains, which eventually
would also vanish, leaving behind only the original FrankRead source.
The evolution of the energy terms for the creep simulation of the Frank-Read source is shown in Figure 3. It
is worth to point out the curves for the elastic internal
energy stored in the continuum Eel,int,cont and the external
work Wext. The internally stored work is constant as long
as the applied stress does not change and pertains to the
elastically stored energy of the perfect crystal. Any nonlinearities regarding the internally stored or dissipated
energy are due to dislocation motions and accounted
for separately. On the other hand, the external work is
not constant and increases over time because the solid
deforms under non-zero external applied stress. A major
portion of the performed work is stored as elastic energy
in the solid and recovered once the load is removed, as
seen in Figure 3 at time t = 3.7 × 10−5 s. However, upon
removal of the external load, not all of the external work
is recovered. The remainder either went into creation of

1e12

600

5 E
 xample of energy evolution
in DD simulations
An example of creep in a solid will highlight the evolution of energy contributions during DD simulations,
which will form the bases for the method to determine
the fatigue crack nucleation later on. Originally, the solid
only contains a single Frank-Read source. External load
is applied through a uniaxial step stress; the load is held
for some time and eventually removed. The applied load

Applied stress (MPa)

500

2.5

2.0

400
1.5
300
1.0
200
0.5

100
0
0.0

Density (m/m3)

the dissipation would be noted in the form of heat.
The total energy dissipated up to a given time t is

0.2

0.4

0.6
Time (s)

0.8

0.0
1.0
1e−4

Figure 1: Applied stress ( ) and resulting increase in dislocation
density (
) during creep of a Frank-Read source.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2: Frank-Read source in creep simulation. (A) Initial configuration, t = 0 s. (B) Bowing out, t = 2.2 × 10−6 s. (C) Maximum pileup of
dislocations, t = 3.7 × 10−5 s. (D) Collapse of dislocation loops after load removal, t = 4.1 × 10−5 s. (E) Last collapsing loop, t = 8.5 × 10−5. (F) Final
simulation frame, t = 1.0 × 10−4 s.
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1e9

Energy (Jb2)
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3
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6
1e−5

Eel,int,cont
Eext

2.0
Energy (Jb2)

Ecore
Eself
Edisl−disl
Eanni
Edamp

Sum

1.5
1.0

the dislocation network and the interaction of dislocations (Ecore + Eself + Edisl−disl) or into moving the dislocations
and dissipation. Once the external load is removed, the
remaining energy stored in the dislocation network is
exchanged to reverse the motion of the dislocation movement. As a result, Edamp in Figure 3 increases further after
t = 3.7 × 10−5 s, while Ecore + Eself + Edisl−disl tends to be zero.
This behavior is analogous to the one shown in the previous section.

6 C
 alculation of fatigue crack
initiation
6.1 Simulation details

0.5
0.0
0

1

2

3
Time (s)

4

5

6
1e−5

Figure 3: Evolution of energy terms in a DD simulation of a FrankRead source in creep. Both curves show the same, with the axesrange of the bottom curve adjusted to better display energy terms of
smaller magnitude.

DD simulations were performed for pure copper, as this
material has been extensively studied in the literature.
While the previous example used the most basic FCC
material law offered by ParaDiS, “FCC_0”, the fatigue DD
simulations employ the “FCC_climb” mobility law. This
mobility is an alternative to the “FCC_0”. It permits dislocations to climb a small amount and drift out of the glide
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plane. The mobility automatically sets flags to allow crossslip and enforce glide planes. However, this is not strictly
enforced, allowing some flexibility in the rediscretization
step of ParaDiS, which results in an overall improvement
in simulation time step size (Arsenlis et al., 2011). When
comparing fatigue DD simulations using “FCC_0” versus
“FCC_climb” mobilities, it was found that the latter leads
to 1–2 magnitudes larger time steps. The elastic modulus
and mobilities used in this study are the default values
also used in the latest public ParaDiS release (Arsenlis
et al., 2011) as test cases. The material properties are summarized in Table 1.
As stated previously, the loading rate is chosen very
high (1 × 105/s). This is necessary to allow for a sufficient
number of cycles to be calculated. The typical size of a
simulation increment is between 1 × 10−12 and 1 × 10−14 s. As
the simulation advances, the step size gets progressively
smaller due to an increase in dislocation density and more
nodes of the discretized dislocation network being in
close proximity (Gardner et al., 2015). It was also noticed
that the simulation time increment significantly reduces
after load reversal.
The load is applied in the x-direction with respect
to the crystal frame, and a maximum strain amplitude
of 0.3% is prescribed. The loading is also depicted in

Table 1: Material properties.
Description

Value

ParaDiS keyword

Mobility law
Shear modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Burgers vector magnitude
Young’s modulus
Dislocation core radius
Dislocation core energy
Screw dislocation mobility
Edge dislocation mobility

FCC climb
54.6 GPa
0.324
2.556 × 10−10 m
144.58 GPa
5b
16.99747 × 109 J/b
1 × 104/(Pa · s)
1 × 104/(Pa · s)

mobilityLaw
shearModulus
pois
burgMag
YoungModulus
rc
Ecore
MobScrew
MobEdge

εxx

(B)

Figure 4. The most important simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 2.
The size of the grain is 20,000 b ≈5 μm in diameter.
The initial microstructure is chosen to be 12 dislocation loops of random location. The loops have a side
length of 3333 b, and there is one loop for every FCC slip
system. The loops are randomly clustered in the center of
the simulation volume/the center of the simulated grain.
The assumption here is that the initial dislocation configuration has no influence on the morphology of the microstructure after a sufficient number of cycles as pointed out
by Déprés et al. (2014). Compared to Déprés et al. (2014),
loops are used as a seed instead of Frank-Read sources.
The initial microstructure is given in Figure 5A.

6.2 Simulation results
The evolution of the density is shown in Figure 6. There
are two peaks in dislocation density per full loading cycle:
one around maximum tensile strain and one around
maximum compressive strain. During every cycle, the
peak value in dislocation density lags behind the peak
in applied strain. Even when strain levels are decreasing,
there is still a significant stress applied on the solid, which
exerts a force on dislocations and causes them to increase
in density.
It can be noted that with increasing number of cycles,
density increases. However, the speed at which this
happens slows down. Different opinions can be found in
the literature. Mura and Nakasone (1990) and Mura (1994)
and Fine and Bhat (2007) suggested a linear increase in
dislocation density with respect to cycles for a sufficiently
large number of cycles, while Brinckmann (2005) showed
a log(n) increase of density with number of cycles. Huang
et al. (2008) found a power law dependence in Hasteloy X,
c
which Sangid et al. (2011) fit empirically to ρ = A1n 1 + A2 ,
where ρ is the dislocation density, n is the number of
cycles, and A1, A2 and c1 are fitting constants.

(E)

(F)

(D)
(A)
z

1

11

2

21

t/half cycles

(C)
x

7

y

Figure 4: Uniaxial loading during fatigue DD simulations. The letters indicate subfigures in Figure 5.
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Table 2: Simulation parameters.
Description

Value

ParaDiS keyword

Strain rate
Strain amplitude
Loading conditions

1 × 105/s
0.3%
Strain controlled
cyclic loading
trapezoid
1.25
2000 b
20,000 b

eRate
eAmp
loadType = 4

Time integration procedure
Time integration tolerance
Maximum segment length
Grain diameter

timestepIntegrator
rTol
maxSeg
n.A.

A plot of plastic strain at peak load during each cycle
is given in Figure 7. The plastic strain increases from about
0.07% in the first cycle to 0.095% in the 10th cycle and
decreases to around 0.9% in further cycles.
A

B

C

D

E

F

Similarly, applied stress in the loading direction as
a function of cycle number is depicted in Figure 8. Slight
softening can be observed during the initial cycles, but the
stress levels eventually stabilize around 300 MPa.
Finally, stress as a function of strain during the 1st,
5th, and 15th cycles is plotted in Figure 9. The hysteresis loops are stable, but a small softening can be seen
between cycle 1 and later cycles.
A direct comparison of the presented data with experimental results is not readily possible due to the small
grain size and high loading rates used in the DD simulations. It can be noted that the stress given in Figures 8
and 9 is higher than expected from oxygen-free high conductivity (OFHC) copper. However, many monotonic and
fatigue tests use annealed copper, which have grain sizes
of tens to hundreds of micrometers (Kim & Laird, 1978;

Figure 5: Evolution of dislocation networks. (A) t = 0.0 s, initial configuration. (B) t = 3.02 × 10−8 s, maximum tensile strain after initial
loading during first cycle. (C) t = 9.01 × 10−8 s, maximum compression strain in first full cycle. (D) t = 1.20 × 10−7 s, zero applied strain, after
first cycle. (E) t = 6.30 × 10−7 s, maximum tensile strain after 5 full cycles/11 half cycles. (F) t = 1.23 × 10−6 s, after 10 full cycles/21 half cycles.
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Figure 8: Maximum normal stress versus number of cycles.
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σ y = 92( ±12) + 399( ±61)d −1/2 , (6)

0.2

where σy is the yield stress in MPa and d is the grain size
in micrometer. For the grain size of 5 μm used in the DD
simulations, the yield stress is calculated as σy = 270 MPa.
0.0
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
Additionally, the stress-strain curve needs to be
Cycle number
adjusted for strain rate. It is known that increase in
Figure 7: Plastic strain versus number of cycles.
strain rate has a similar effect as decrease in temperature. As the strain rates shown in the paper are very high
Gertsman et al., 1994; Huang & Ho, 2000). The typical (105 s−1), this would be equivalent to loading at cryogenic
loading rate of fatigue tests is less than 1 s−1.
temperatures. Li et al. (2009) investigated the influence
Hollomon parameter on the mechanical
In the following, a Hall-Petch analysis and Zener- of the Zener-
Hollomon analysis will be performed to show how grain properties of copper. The Zener-Hollomon parameter Z
size and strain rate effects on stress can be compensated. is given as
Gertsman et al. (1994) have investigated yield stress
 Q
dependence of copper over a large range of grain sizes.
Z = ε exp 
,
 RT  (7)
They found that the Hall-Petch relation is best fit by
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where T is temperature, R is the gas constant (8.314 J/K/mol),
and Q is the activation energy [72.5 kJ/mol for copper
(Li et al., 2009)]. An experiment under monotonic
quasi-static conditions at room temperature ( ε = 10−3 s−1 ,
T = 293 K) has a Z value of 22.0. The Z value for the calculations given in this paper ( ε = 105 s−1 , T = 293 K) is
41.3. Scaling this value back to quasi-static loading conditions implies a loading temperature of 180 K. It can be
seen in the study by Li et al. (2009) that an increase in
ln(Z) from 22 to 41 of a sample strained to 1% will subsequently increase the measured yield stress by approximately 60 MPa. Equivalently, Kwon et al. (1989) showed
that the cyclic stress at 0.1% strain increased by 50 MPa
from 115 MPa to 165 MPa when going from 298 K to 77 K
loading temperature.
Combining the results from Hall-Petch analysis and
Zener-Hollomon parameter, the yield stress is in reasonable agreement with experimental results.
Dislocations have a tendency to cluster as depicted
in Figure 5, showing the evolution of the dislocation
morphology.
At maximum applied tensile and compressive strain,
dislocations pile up against the (spherical) grain boundary. During further cycling, more dislocations pile up
against the grain boundary. The dislocation pile-up can
also be inferred from Figure 10A. The graph shows the
number of dislocations contained within a sphere of a
given diameter. Between the sphere having the same size
as the grain and that only having 95% of the diameter of
the grain (20,000 b versus 19,000 b), there is a noticeable
jump in dislocation length. This jump represents the dislocations piled up against the grain boundary.
Pile up stress acting on the grain boundary may be
mitigated by cross-slip activity and lead to the formation
of specific dislocation structures and slip bands during
cyclic loading. This mechanism is described in detail by
Déprés et al. (2004).
Figure 11 shows the overall evolution of energy. The
three largest contributions are losses due to damping
Edamp, internally stored elastic continuum energy Eel,int,cont,
and the externally applied work Wext. The continuously
rising value of Edamp indicates that most work is dissipated
as heat and only small amount of work is used to permanently deform the crystal by adding and moving dislocations (Ecore, Eself, and Edisl−disl). The increase in dislocation
self-energy and core energy is proportional to the increase
in dislocation density shown in Figure 6. These energy
contributions are independent of other dislocations. The
energy due to dislocation-dislocation interaction appears
stagnant after a few cycles. This could be explained by
the fact that as more dislocations are added to an already

Removed dislocation
length (b)

10

4.0e5
0.0e0

Figure 10: Evolution of dislocation networks. (A) Dislocations lying
within volume where crack initiates. (B) Curve fit of dislocations
lying within volume where crack initiates.

dense dislocation structure, far field effects are shielded
by the already existing dislocation structure and thus only
causing local increase in energy.
The sum of all energies is not exactly constant and
drifts in the course of the simulation. The drift is about
0.3% after over 2 million increments with respect to the
largest energy contribution, and it could be attributed to
accumulated rounding errors and the fact that all simulations run with a finite tolerance as well as effects of the
topology operations that take place. For example, when
segments are refined during the bowing of an arch, the
additional node is (depending on the refinement procedure) placed on that arch. This makes the time incrementation scheme more stable, but it also increases dislocation
length without any motion involved and it changes location of segments without movement that could be damped.

6.3 Prediction of fatigue life
The methodology described in Section 2 will be extended
to allow for the prediction of fatigue crack initiation using
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Econt =

Energy (Jb2)
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(9)

where E is the elastic modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, σ is the
applied stress, and d is the diameter of the crack. Finally,
the surface energy is given by
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Figure 11: Evolution of energy terms in the DD simulation during fatigue
loading. Both curves show the same, with the axes-range of the bottom
curve adjusted to better display energy terms of smaller magnitude.

DD simulations. First, an energy balance is created according to equation (1). The dislocation energy is composed
of the energy that is stored in the dislocation network
and can be recovered once dislocations are removed (for
example, by forming a free surface of a crack and getting
pushed out). These terms are the self, the core, and the
dislocation-dislocation interaction energy,
Edisl = Ecore + Eself + Edisl−disl . (8)
The reduction of elastic energy upon formation of a
penny-shaped crack in an infinite medium-loaded normal
to the crack plane is given by (Sack, 1946; Sneddon, 1965)

Simulation
volume

Grain
boundary

Potential volume
for crack

Esurf = 2 Aγ, (10)
where A = d2π/4 is the cross-sectional area of the crack, γ
is the surface energy per unit area, and factor 2 indicates
that two surfaces were formed. The surface energy of pure
copper is taken to be 1725 mJ/m2 (McLean, 1957).
Once a crack is formed, the size of the crack should be
related to the number of dislocations involved in forming
the crack. Mura and Nakasone (1990) used an extrusion
model in 2D that related the crack size c to the number of
dislocations N and Burgers vector magnitude b as c = Nb.
This is generalized here for three dimensions A = bl, where
l is the length of dislocations involved in forming the crack
and b is the Burgers vector magnitude.
Not all dislocations present in the simulation are used
to form a crack. Dislocations need to be close to each other.
In the determination of the size of the hypothetical crack,
the following assumption will be made: the cross-section
of a penny-shaped crack is equal to the Burgers vector
times the length of dislocations contained in a sphere of
the same diameter.
π
(11)
bl = d 2
4 

This statement is also illustrated in Figure 12. The
dislocation band in a given volume is removed, and a
crack of the same size is created instead. This assumption is motivated by the computational complexity of the
problem. More precise calculations could be performed
by considering different volume types other than a sphere
(for example, a cylinder of certain height), and those
volumes can be placed at arbitrary locations and orientations within the simulation box, which try to maximize
the energy within that volume.

Crack

Figure 12: Volume where dislocations are removed to create a crack.
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l = (Cl 1d + Cl 2 d )( n + Cl 3 ). (12)
2

The curve fit of this equation is shown in Figure 13B.
Equation (12) needs to be combined with equation (11)
to give a relation between the potential crack size and
number of cycles. Combining these equations leads to
d=

Cl 1 ( n + Cl 3 )
π /(4b) − Cl 2 ( n + Cl 3 )

.

(13)


The interpolation chosen for the energy stored in the
dislocations that are removed upon initiation of a crack is
Edisl = Cd 1d 2 ( n + Cd 2 ). (14)
The interpolation values are given in Table 3, with all
values referring to SI units.
Equation (13) can be inserted into equations (9) and
(10), and with equation (14), all terms of the Gibbs free
energy of a hypothetical crack are defined. The different
terms of equation (1) are plotted individually and as a
sum in Figure 14. It can be seen that the Gibbs free energy
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Due to the computational intensive nature of DD simulations, it is currently only possible to run tens of cycles
in a reasonable amount of time (the simulations presented
in this section take about 4 weeks using 128 CPUs). On the
other hand, for the strain levels presented, fatigue crack
initiation and failure occur after hundreds to thousands of
cycles. Therefore, the results of the DD simulations will be
extrapolated in time and space.
First, the evolution of dislocation length will be investigated. Figure 10A and B show the length of dislocations
that might be removed to form a crack as a function of
volume size considered and number of cycles. It can be
noted that between a diameter of 20,000 b (the grain diameter) and 19,000 b, a large jump occurs, which is due to
dislocations piling up against the grain boundary.
The interpolation chosen for length of dislocations
that can be used to form a crack is composed of a part
describing the evolution in time and one describing the
evolution in space. The evolution in space is a Taylor
expansion up to second order, where the constant term
is zero, because a sphere of zero diameter should not
contain any dislocations. The evolution with respect to
number of cycles follows a power law, similar to what has
been observed by Huang et al. (2008) and used by Sangid
et al. (2011). Especially, the increase in dislocation density
versus number of cycles is chosen as a square root, which
is slower than predicted by Mura and Nakasone (1990)
and Fine and Bhat (2007) (linear) and faster than what is
predicted by Brinckmann (2005) (logarithmic).
The resulting equation has the form

Dislocation
3
energy (Jb )

12

1.5e7
0.0e0

Figure 13: Evolution of dislocation networks. (A) Energy of dislocations
in certain volume available for crack initiation. (B) Curve fit of energy of
dislocations in certain volume available for crack initiation.
Table 3: Interpolation values for equations (12) and (14).
Cl1
Cl2
Cl3
Cd1
Cd2

6.4249
9.3669 × 106
−0.2930
0.0655
0.9697

attains a maximum around 840 cycles. At that point, the
dislocation structure formed so far becomes unstable,
and it would be energetically more favorable to form a
real crack. This is the value at which a fatigue crack is
initiated. The size of the predicted initiated crack is about
0.13 μm.

7 C
 omparison with experimental
results
The fatigue behavior of oxygen-free high thermal conductivity copper has been studied extensively in the literature.
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Figure 14: Gibbs free energy of a hypothetical crack nucleating.

However, most information is given either for stress
versus (plastic) strain or cycles until full failure. On the
other hand, data for number of cycles until fatigue crack
initiation are much more scarce probably due to the difficulty in observing fatigue crack initiation. Therefore, data
are reported for both fatigue crack initiation and fatigue
failure in this section. Results for fatigue crack initiation
and fatigue life are given in Figure 15. The following comments are important with respect to that figure:
–– Kwon et al. (1989) have investigated the initiation and
growth of small fatigue cracks at 298, 77, and 4.2 K in
polycrystalline copper. They state that their definition
of fatigue crack is chosen quite arbitrarily and related
to the resolution of the observation technique. They
defined “just initiated” as an impression of 100 μm.
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Current study
Kwon et al. (1989) at 298 K
Kwon et al. (1989) at 77 K
Huang and Ho (2000)
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Figure 15: Experimental results of fatigue crack initiation and
fatigue life of OFHC copper compared to current study.
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With this definition, a specimen cycled at room temperature at Δε/2 = 1.5 × 10−3 shows fatigue crack initiation between 100 and 300 cycles. A specimen cycled at
liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) and Δε/2 = 1.9 × 10−3
shows fatigue crack initiation between 1000 and 5000
cycles.
Kim and Laird (1978) have investigated crack initiation in high strain fatigue. After straining a specimen
at a plastic strain amplitude of Δεpl = 0.57% for 81
cycles, they observed indication for a crack nucleus
along the grain boundary. The data point is added to
Figure 15 assuming a plateau stress of σmax = 180 MPa
(Eckert et al., 1987) and a macroscopic elastic modulus of E = 117 GPa as Δε/2 = Δεpl/2 + σmax/E.
Huang and Ho (2000) studied the emergence of
fatigue cracks. Experiments were strain controlled
and stopped when fatigue cracks were visible under
the microscope.
Jelke (1991) investigated low cycle fatigue crack initiation and propagation in OFHC copper. The experiments were strain controlled but only with an R-value
of 0. The reported values are fatigue life values.
Singhal et al. (1994) reported cycles to failure for
OFHC copper at a total strain controlled experiment.
Abdel-Raouf et al. (1974) investigated OFHC copper
at various strain ranges and temperatures. The data
in Figure 15 are at room temperature, and strain rates
of ε = 4 × 10−1 s−1 and ε = 4 × 10−3 s−1 . Slower loading
rates reduce number of cycles to failure compared to
faster loading rates, but this effect was found to be
much more significant at elevated temperatures. The
reported values are cycles to failure.

Compared to experimental results available in the literature, the results of the current study show fatigue crack
initiation at reasonable but somewhat lower values. This
might be due to the following: (1) The values reported
by Jelke (1991) and Singhal et al. (1994) are cycles to full
fatigue failure after crack propagation and therefore
expected to be significantly above the value for fatigue
crack initiation. The values are included to give an upper
bound. (2) Huang and Ho (2000) reported values for
fatigue crack initiation, but the question always remains,
at what point in time an initiated fatigue crack is detectable experimentally under the microscope. Typically, crack
nucleation at the surface is detectable due to emergence
of dislocation and slip lines. (3) The proposed DD and
energy-based theory uses all of the energy stored in the
dislocation networks within a certain volume. In reality,
only a part of the dislocations are pushed out to form a
free surface and some dislocations might be remaining.
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Therefore, only part of the energy stored in the dislocation
network is used, and accordingly, more cycles would be
necessary to initiate a fatigue crack.

7.1 I nfluence of environmental conditions
The proposed method for fatigue crack initiation can be
extended to account for environmental effects by adjusting
the surface energy γs. The surface energy can be reduced
by the adsorption of foreign atoms. For example, in steels
with phosphorous, tin, or antimony and aluminum with
gallium or mercury, embrittlement can be observed from
the introduction of foreign atoms and reduction in cohesive energy (Vasudevan, 2013). The influence of impurities in copper has been experimentally studied at grain
boundaries. There is indication that segregation of less
than one monolayer of Bi atoms can lead to significant
changes in the electronic structure, resulting in a large
drop in the work of fracture in Cu bicrystals. Recently, the
embrittlement of aluminum alloy Al 7075 by liquid metal
(Ga) was investigated. An increase in Ga atoms leads to
a drastic decrease in surface energy and plastic work
(Ganesan & Sundararaghavan, 2015).
The reduction in surface energy that is needed to form
a free surface can now be reliably calculated for a variety
of atomic arrangements using density functional theory
(Dawson et al., 1996).
Figure 16 shows the influence of surface energy on
number of cycles to failure for copper fatigued at 0.3%
strain amplitude. As expected, a decrease in surface
energy causes a decrease in number of cycles to failure.
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Figure 16: Influence of surface energy γs on number of cycles until
failure.

7.2 Limitations of the proposed method
The model proposed in this paper is aiming to predict
fatigue crack initiation based on the energy stored in the
system. This approach follows the spirit of Mura (1994),
Mura and Nakasone (1990), Bhat & Fine (2001), Fine &
Bhat (2007), and others (Li et al., 2015; Naderi et al., 2016).
The difference to previous approaches is that DD simulations are used directly to construct the energy balance as
opposed to analytical expression or CPFE.
As such, the current approach aims to use less approximations than those in the cited papers. On the other
hand, it does not take into account specific micro-structural configurations. The current criterion is only concerned with the energy that could be utilized by removing
dislocations in a given volume. As the proposed criterion
does not distinguish micro-structures beyond this point,
no statements can be or are attempted to be made about
the specific local microstructural mechanisms that rule
the initiation of the crack and whether the initiated cracks
are, for example, shear cracks, grain boundary cracks, or
others.
The current approach only considers fatigue crack
initiation, not propagation. Once initiation is detected,
progression would need to be handled in an engineering
fashion, for example, by using Paris’ law.
Furthermore, the presented methodology assumes
that the evolution of dislocation density follows a specific trend that can be extrapolated from a limited number
of calculated cycles. Based on other theoretical (Sangid
et al., 2011) and experimental (Huang et al., 2008) works,
a power law is used for extrapolation. However, due to the
large computational requirements of DD simulations, it is
currently not possible to verify this assumption.
The extrapolation scheme used in this paper assumes
that dislocation density continues to increase, however,
with deceasing rate. On the other hand, dislocation
density of copper cycled at room temperature in the LCF
regime generally saturates before fatigue crack initiation
can be detected. For the theory presented in this paper
to yield meaningful results, at least the energy stored in
the dislocation network needs to increase. This could be
achieved, for example, by changing the relative arrangement of the dislocations at constant dislocation density.
If such behavior were the case, compared to an increase
in both dislocation density and energy as presented in
this paper, the crack initiation would be shifted to a lower
cycle number, as more energy is available to create a crack
of constant size.
It should be kept in mind that the computational
requirements of DD necessitate a high strain rate, which
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is qualitatively equivalent to quasi-static loading at low
temperatures via a Zener-Holloman relationship.
Polák (1987) investigated fatigue in copper at liquid
helium temperature and plastic strain amplitude of
2.5 × 10−3. It appears that in the range investigated, up to
2000 cycles dislocation production rates are positive.
Also, Kwon et al. have shown that hardening curves
for a strain amplitude of Δε/2 = 0.15% start to saturate at
room temperature starting at 100 cycles and being fully
saturated at 1000 cycles. In that case, they report a fatigue
crack initiation between 100 and 300 cycles. For liquid
nitrogen at a strain amplitude Δε/2 = 0.19%, saturation is
not finished until 104 cycles. The reported fatigue crack
initiation range is between 1000 and 5000. The loading
conditions presented in this paper with respect to temperature and loading rate fall in a similar range.

other parametric studies will be beneficial as and when
better computational infrastructures become available.
This includes studying the effect of grain size, polycrystals effects, lower strain rates, higher maximum strain,
and improved mobility values, and the effect of numerical
properties such as segment length, initial imperfections,
time integration schemes, and integration tolerance may
also be tested.

8 Conclusion
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